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hey lush 
have fun it’s the weekend. 

Take the day off.
we’ll run as far as our legs can carry us



UNTITLED #1

Although I’ll never fathom,
The universe’s size,

Or that I’m astounded by the distance,
Of the stars in skies,

And even though, if I could walk,
The space between the black,
I’d find myself alone and lost 

And never return.
I’ve always felt, and always will
That though, to some degree,

I may be insignificant…
There is only one of me.





UNTITLED #2

It has been too late
for as long as I can remember.
The words that refused to 
leave my throat
now run my thoughts
And I find myself trapped
in a fiction of desire,
devoid of things I could possibly acquire
I wish you could walk inside my head
I wish you could walk inside my head
That. Would. Show. You.
exactly what it means to be
Sorry





SHALLOW PLAY

I feel that
no matter which way I turn,
I can only become more lost.

There is no going back. 
There is no comfort in this journey. 

I am forced to beg the ones I admire
to forgive me for all of the things 
I have not done.

Please, just let me be human —
and in each fragile moment we share,

We will define glorious.

and ascend into a state of content

indescribable to those too afraid
to leap into 
the deep end.





FATE

If everything happens for a reason,
Then this life is nothing more than a cruel,
well-crafted execution.  
A carefully designed death, with each delicate 
moment leading to our inevitable ends. 
I say that nothing happens for a reason.
I say that our efforts in this world matter.

Far too many men have died among dreams.

it is your life.
give it a happy ending.



ON FLOATING

[ I am unfolding ] -- I am unfolded
And revealed to this world; undeveloped

unprepared, unformed----misunderstood.
A disconnected
Wandering soul

looking for 
his next chapter 
in a Pointless life 

in a Hopeless world…

I want to leave.



I desperately want to accomplish
what seemingly everyone I know has done. 

I desperately want to avoid becoming 
what seemingly everyone I know has become. 

Even if chasing my dreams is only a distraction,
it wouldn’t matter because
everything else just seems so fucking boring. 

It’s very possible that I am wasting my life
my decisions may be destructive
my body may be scarred.
These choices may not always be right
but fuck it, they are mine
and they are all that 
I have ever had.



Permanence is a lifeless concept,
such a notion has no place in this world.
From now on, I will treat things as they truly are:
Temporary.
Breakable.
Dying.





WEB

amaragupta.com

E-MAIL

thebestphotojournalist@gmail.com

FACEBOOK

facebook.com/amar.gupta.165

INSTAGRAM

amarfitforbattle

Thanks for reading. 

An extended version of this book is currently in the works. It will 
include an entire section of B&W photographs, as well as other 
thoughts that I couldn’t fit in this version. 

You can also always check out these websites for more of my 
work:

- flyasyoumust.blogspot.com

- flickr.com/onefouramar

- blurb.com/user/store/amargupta

If you’d like to get in touch, just send an email my way. 
I’ll get back to you as soon as possible.

Amar A. Gupta is a Texas based photographer. 
23 years young. 
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